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Spring  
won’t wait.

AND NEITHER 
SHOULD YOU.

Be prepared for the  
season ahead. Make  
the most of your  
investment and set  
yourself up for a great  
year with the right  
blend of crop nutrition.  
We have good supply  
today - but hurry in,  
because it won’t  
last long.

Lock in the success of 
your crop. Talk to your  
local retailer about  
crop nutrition from  
Agrium today.
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H I G H  C L E A R A N C E  S P R A Y E R S

MachineryManager

crop production has become more complex in the 
past decade. growers now have a greater number 

of options when it comes to producing crops that are 
suited to the agronomic and climatic conditions in 
Western Canada . and there are more herbicides, pesti-
cides and fungicides with which to protect those crops.

  The combined value of seed and crop protection 
agents is at an all-time high, and the margins they 
create are just as vital. The revenues mean more, so 
the delivery methods for their protection are equally 
important.

  Such is the message behind top crop Manager’s 
latest in our series of Machinery Manager features. This 
one is geared to High Clearance Sprayers and provides 

a breakdown of charts and specifications for a wide 
variety of models and designs.

  In addition to these value-added tables, we have 
complemented the section with stories that reflect the 
importance of high clearance sprayers, and the role 
they play in successfully-managed farm operations.

   as always, we at top crop Manager advise grow-
ers to consult with the equipment manufacturers, 
dealers and other agronomy professionals, for more 
information

ralph Pearce
editor
Top Crop Manager
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MANUFACTURER CaseIH
MODEL Patriot 3185  Patriot 3330  Patriot 4420

The Case IH Patriot 3185 sprayer is a perfect fit for 
the small- to medium-sized operation where field 
accessibility, maneuverability, and high productivity 
are a must.  It’s light on its feet with a powerful 185 
Hp engine. Choose between a 750-gallon spherical 
poly tank or a 750-gallon elliptical stainless 
steel tank.   

The new Case IH Patriot 3330 sprayer uses a cab forward, rear engine 
configuration to optimize machine balance which reduces rutting and 
compaction.  Powered by a 250-hp Case IH engine and an infinitely 
variable hydrostatic drive system, the Patriot 3330 efficiently transfers 
engine power to the ground.  The 1000-gallon tapered product tank 
design maximizes rearward visibility.  

The Case IH Patriot 4420 sprayer leads the industry in weight distribution, 
with a 50/50 split across the front and rear axles for reduced compaction 
and field rutting.  The 290-hp rear mounted engine provides plenty of 
power to propel this 1200-gallon sprayer through even the toughest 
of terrain.  

ENgINE

    Make Cummins Case IH Cummins

    Peak rated power (hp) 185 hp 250 hp (rated), 270 hp (peak) 290 hp (rated), 310 hp (peak)

    Number of cylinders 6 6 6

    Displacement, cu. in. (l) 359 cubic inch (5.9 L) 409 cubic inch (6.7 L) 505 cubic inch (8.3 L)

    Alternator 120 amp 175 amp 175 amp

    Fuel tank capacity, U.S. gallon 71 gal. (268 L) 120 gal. (454 L) 140 gal. (530 L)

SOLUTION SySTEM

    Capacity, U.S. gallon 750 gal. 1000 gal. 1200 gal.

    Tank material Poly Spherical or Stainless Steel Elliptical Stainless Steel Tapered Stainless Steel Elliptical

    Rinse tank capacity, U.S. gallon 35 gal. 112 gal. 70 gal.

    Quick fill size Main Product Tank 2 inch standard Main Product Tank 3 inch standard, Rinse/Foam Tank 2 inch standard Main Product Tank 3 inch standard, Rinse/Foam Tank 2 inch standard

    Rate control make Raven Case IH/Raven Case IH/Raven

    Model 460 SCS 5000 or Viper Pro SCS 5000 or Viper Pro

    Flow meter size 2-60 GPM 2-60 GPM or 4-100 GPM 2-60 GPM, 4-100 GPM or 8-200 GPM

    Suction strainer 30 mesh NA NA

    Pressure strainer 16 mesh 10 mesh

    Boom strainer 50 mesh 50 or 80 mesh 50 or 80 mesh

BOOM

    Boom width options, ft. 75 ft.  or 90 ft. 60/90 ft.,  60/100 ft.,  60/90/120 ft. 60/90 ft., 60/100 ft.  60/90/120 ft. 

    Plumbing material Hose Stainless Steel Stainless Steel

    ground height adjustment, in. 30-70 in.  or 40-80 in. with high clearance option 19-84 in. 19-84 in. (48-213 cm)

    Breakaway width, ft. 6 ft. 90 ft. - 5.5 ft., 100 ft. - 10.5 ft., 120 ft. - 9 ft. 90 ft. - 5.5 ft., 100 ft. - 10.5 ft., 120 ft. - 9 ft. 

    Boom sections 75 ft. - 5 sections, 90 ft. - 6 sections 90 and 100 ft. - 5 or 6 sections, 120 ft. - 7 sections 90 and 100 ft. - 5 or 6 sections, 120 ft. - 7 sections

DRIvETRAIN

    Type Hydrostatic Hydrostatic Hydrostatic

    Drive

    Shifting 3 Speed Ranges can be shifted on the go Infinitely variable single speed range Infinitely variable single speed range

    Hydraulic reservoir capacity, gallons 35 gal. 29 gal 29 gal

    ground speed w/std. tires, mph (kph)

        1st range 11.4 mph 0-30 mph 0-30 mph

        2nd range 14.3 mph

        3rd range 27 mph 

        4th range

        5th range

        6th range

CHASSIS

    Dry compatible No No No

    Suspension Spring and shock absorber trailing-link suspension, 
Optional Active Suspension

Spring and shock absorber trailing-link suspension, Optional Active 
Suspension

Spring and shock absorber trailing-link suspension, Optional Active 
Suspension

    Crop clearance w/std. tires, in. 50 in.  or 58 in. with high clearance option 52 in. 53 in. 

    Front tires 320/90 R42 380/90 R46, 320/90 R46 380/90 R46, 320/90 R46

    Rear tires 320/90 R42 380/90 R46, 320/90 R46 380/90 R46, 320/90 R46

    Flotation tires 650/65 R38 or 520/85 R38 650/65 R38

    Hydraulic tread adjust Yes, standard Yes, standard Yes, standard

    Wheel tread spacing, in. 120-152 in. 120-157 in. 120-157 in. 

    Wheel base, in. 120 in. 150 in. 150 in. 

    Steering lock-to-lock (turns) Rephasing steering cylinders Rephasing steering cylinders

    Turning radius, ft. 22.5 ft. 23 ft. 3 in. from center line of rear axlw 23 ft. 3 in.  from center line of rear axlw

    Parking brake Two wheel, hydraulic wet disc type All wheel, hydraulic wet disc type All wheel, hydraulic wet disc type

    Primary brakes Hydrostatic dynamic braking Hydrostatic dynamic braking Hydrostatic dynamic braking

    Ladder raise/lower Automatic, with parking brake Automatic, with parking brake Automatic, with parking brake

    Total weight w/60 ft. boom, lb.

    Total weight w/80 ft. boom, lb.

    Total weight w/90 ft. boom, lb. 17,256 lbs. 24,500 lbs. 25,060 lbs. 

    Total weight w/100 ft. boom, lb. 24,500 lbs. 25,060 lbs. 

    Total weight w/120 ft. boom, lb. 25,400 lbs. 25,940 lbs 

OTHER OPTIONS

    Air compressor Optional Optional

    Foam marker capacity, U.S. gallon 35 gal. 55 gal 55 gal 
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Variable rate nozzles could 
strike right balance

Low drift and adequate 
coverage at varying speeds.

Not too much drift.  Not too little coverage.  These 
variable rate nozzles might be just right.

   VariTarget nozzles appear to offer better coverage 
at a greater variety of speeds than other nozzles on the 
market right now, says Brian Storozynsky, a project manager 
at the AgTech Centre at Lethbridge, Alberta. He says their 
capacity for spray drift is comparable to many of the best drift-
reducing nozzles available today. “In many ways, depending 
on what further studies reveal, it could turn out to be the only 
nozzle producers need, which could in turn mean less down 
time spent changing nozzles or for that matter the daunting 
experience of researching and finally selecting the so-called 
right nozzle,” says Storozynsky.

Delavan Agspray Products produces the VariTarget nozzle. 
This nozzle uses a spring-loaded valve to control flow rate 
in response to pressure changes. In this system, doubling the 
pressure doubles the flow rate, whereas a conventional nozzle 
would only achieve a 40 percent increase in flow. There are 
four different nozzle caps of VariTarget system: green (very 
coarse droplets), blue (coarse droplets), yellow (medium 
droplets) and orange (fine droplets).

Two other manufacturers also make variable rate nozzles. The 
AIM Command Spray System, utilizing Capstan technology 
that was once available only on Case IH sprayers, is now 
available as an after market retrofit (Capstan Sharpshooter) 
for sprayers other than Case New-Holland. Each nozzle has an 
electronic pulsing solenoid that controls flow rate.

The third variable rate nozzle is from Greenleaf Technologies 
and is called the TurboDrop Variable Rate (TDVR) nozzle. It 
uses a similar spring loaded valve that adds flow volume in 
response to higher pressure, making the flow response directly 
proportional to pressure changes.  

Storozynsky is most impressed with the VariTarget nozzles. 
They are built to work with auto rate controllers. The operator 
can enter his desired application rate, and the auto rate 
controller and variable rate nozzles work in conjunction to 
apply the correct rate at varying speeds, with only small 
changes in spray pattern and coverage. Spray quality also 
changes a little since spray fan angle remains constant in a 
typical spray application.

For example, in 2008, Storozynsky tested several nozzles and 
programmed the controller to apply 10 gallons per acre (gpa) 
at 7.5 mph in a rowed bean crop. The speed range was down 
to 4.5 mph in the low lying wet areas to 9 mph in the flat areas. 
Using VariTarget blue caps, nozzle pressure ranged from 30 to 
38 psi between these speeds, with rather insignificant change 
to spray pattern or coverage. Spray patterns varied from 11 to 
14 percent and coverage from 17 to 25 percent. 

In the same tests with air induction nozzles the pressure 
varied from 20 to 100 psi at that same speed range. Although 
the high pressures did not cause any difficulty with the air 
induction nozzles, the low pressure did, as coverage was 
severely reduced to 11 percent with spray pattern co-efficient 
of variables (CVs) as high as 60 percent. The following table 
shows spray droplet density, percent coverage and resultant 
spray pressure from the speed range used in that field trial.   

Comparison of spray droplet density, percent coverage and 
spray pressure as influenced by application speed

VariTarget blue cap at 10 gpa
Sprayer Nozzle Spray Spray  Coverage
Speed Press Pattern Avg Avg
(mph) (PSI) (CV - %) (#/cm2) (%)
4.5 29 14 66 19
5.7 33 12 66 19
6.8 35 10 77 17
7.9 35 9 82 21
9.0 36 10 84 25
Avg 34 11 75 20

TurboDrop TwinFan at 10 gpa
(mph) (PSI) (CV - %) (#/cm2) (%)
4.2 20 61 12 11
5.7 40 17 50 18
6.8 60 7 68 18
7.8 75 9 90 23
8.9 100 7 96 25
Avg 60 20 63 19

Source:  AgTech Centre

Brian Storozynsky of the AgTech Centre has seen positive results 
from variable rate nozzles.                                   Photos by bruce barker.
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This pressure range varies depending on application rate 
and VariTarget nozzle cap used. At 20 gpa, nozzle pressure 
ranged from 38 to 45 psi between 4.5 and 9 mph with the blue 
nozzle caps.     

According to Storozynsky, application rates at or below 5 
gpa are possible, but will require operating speeds faster than 
five or six mph to preserve spray quality. “Careful attention 

must be given when using low application rates and low 
speeds to obtain sufficient coverage,” he says.

Storozynsky also has looked into droplet quality and the 
impact on drift. Based on the research numbers to date, an 
operator can reduce drift by about 50 percent by switching 
from a yellow VariTarget to a blue, and by about 20 percent by 
switching from a blue to a green.

Three of the four VariTarget nozzle caps were tested for drift 
at a water volume of 7.5 gpa and a spraying speed of 15 mph, 
which is comparable to using Turbo TeeJet single red nozzles. 
Not surprisingly, the green VariTargets, with their very coarse 
droplets, had the best results with about 50 droplets per square 
centimetre counted downwind in a 15 mph wind. This was 
comparable to some medium pressure venturi nozzles, which 
counted 45 droplets per square centimeter under the same 
conditions.

The blue VariTarget, at about 60 droplets per square centi-
metre, was more comparable to a single red 04 Air Bubble 
Jet, a low pressure venturi which also counted 60 droplets 
per square centimetre. VariTarget yellow caps, meanwhile, 
measured about 130 droplets. This makes them most compa-
rable to the Turbo TeeJet single red 11004, one of the oldest 
pre-orifice low drift nozzles currently on the market, which 
resulted in about 135 droplets.  For comparison, 135 droplets 
per square centimetre in wind tunnel drift tests translates to 
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Sign-up for 2009-10 Fixed Price  
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MANUFACTURER gvM Incorporated
MODEL Predator 8275 with On Demand front wheel assist

Predator 6215 with on demand  
differential locks

Our most rugged, all mechanical driven machine 
now featureing Front Wheels Assist ON DEMAND. 
The GVM 8275 Predator givesyou the best return on 
investment with year round usability and combo 
capabilities with changeover in less than two hours. 
The Road Speeds up to 45 MPH to get you from field 
to field quicker.

Mechanically friendly, the GVM6125 Predator is 
2-wheel drive and has a drive train with an air shift 
differential and on demand front Wheel Assist.  It 
comes standard with an Allison 5 speed transmission 
and torque converer lock-up.  It’s the most fuel 
efficient chassis in its class.

ENgINE

    Make Cummins QSB Cummins QSB

    Peak rated power (hp) 275 HP / 730 lbs. torque 215 HP / 580 lbs. torque

    Number of cylinders 6 Cylinder 6 Cylinder

    Displacement, cu. in. (l) 6.7L 6.7L

    Alternator 120 Amp 120 Amp

    Fuel tank capacity, U.S. gallon 115 gallons 115 gallons

SOLUTION SySTEM

    Capacity, U.S. gallon 1200 gallon 1000 gallon

    Tank material Stainless Steel Stainless Steel / Poly

    Rinse tank capacity, U.S. gallon 100 gallon Top Tank with interior rinse 100 gallon Top Tank with interior rinse (378 L)

    Quick fill size 3 in. 3 in.

    Rate control make Raven / InSight Raven / InSight

    Model Viper / Envizio Pro / 5000 / Ag Leader InSight Viper / Envizio Pro / 5000 / Ag Leader InSight 

    Flow meter size 2 or 3 in. 2 or 3 in.

    Suction strainer None None

    Pressure strainer 2 in. T-strainer 2 in. T-strainer

    Boom strainer Optional Optional

BOOM

    Boom width options, ft. From 80 ft. to 120 ft. booms From 80 ft. to 120 ft. booms

    Plumbing material Stainless Steel Stainless Steel

    ground height adjustment, in. 53 in. 53 in.

    Breakaway width, ft. Depends on length of boom Depends on length of boom

    Boom sections 5 5

DRIvETRAIN

    Type Mechanical drive rear axle / hydraulic front axle Mechanical drive rear axle with dif. Lock

    Drive JCB rear Dif. / Fairfield Drop Boxes / Poclain FWA JCB rear Dif. / Fairfield Drop Boxes 

    Shifting 3500 series Allision Automatic 2500 series Allision Automatic

    Hydraulic reservoir capacity, gallons 75 gal. 75 gal.

    gROUND SPEED W/STD. TIRES, MPH (kPH)

        1st range 6 mph 6 mph

        2nd range 12 mph 12 mph

        3rd range 18 mph 18 mph

        4th range 27 mph 27 mph

        5th range 36 mph 39 mph

        6th range 45 mph  

CHASSIS

    Dry compatible Quick Change GVM 8-ton Spreader body Optional No 

    Suspension Air Air

    Crop clearance w/std. tires, in. 50 in. 50 in.

    Front tires 380/90R-46 380/90R-46

    Rear tires 380/90R-46 380/90R-46

    Flotation tires 650/75R-32 650/75R-32 Rear 

    Hydraulic tread adjust Hydraulic Optional Hydraulic 

    Wheel tread spacing, in. 120 in. - 152 in. (Optional 160 in.) 120 in. - 152 in. (Optional 160 in.)

    Wheel base, in. 168 in. 168 in.

    Steering lock-to-lock (turns) 3 3

    Turning radius, ft. 22 ft. 22 ft.

    Parking brake Hydraulic Hydraulic

    Primary brakes Power Hydraulic Power Hydraulic

    Ladder raise/lower Hydraulic Hydraulic

    Total weight w/60 ft. boom, lb. N/A N/A

    Total weight w/80 ft. boom, lb. 25,720 lbs. 24,720 lbs.

    Total weight w/90 ft. boom, lb. 26,260 lbs. 25,260 lbs.

    Total weight w/100 ft. boom, lb. 26,810 lbs. 25,810 lbs.

    Total weight w/120 ft. boom, lb. 27,600 lbs. 26,600 lbs.

OTHER OPTIONS

    Air compressor Standard Standard

    Foam marker capacity, U.S. gallon 100 gal. 83 gal. 

about eight percent drift in field condi-
tions.

“Spray droplet characteristics weren’t 
perfect for the VariTarget nozzles, but 
they were close and remained similar 
across a range of speeds typically used 
in an application,” explains Storozynsky. 
“We found that spray quality remains 
pretty consistent over a range of speeds, 
since the pressure range is so small. We 

did see that the volume median diameter 
(VMD) changes a bit, around 20 points, 
and to some people, that might be a 
change. But for all the work we have done 
on spray quality and efficacy, I would say 
that’s not a big deal.”

  The new variable rate nozzles are 
costly, at $42 to 49 range per nozzle for the 
VariTarget nozzles. At a nozzle spacing of 
20 inches, that would cost $2650 for 54 
nozzles on a 90-foot boom. n

Airborne spray drift at 7.5 gal/ac – spraying 
speed at 15 mph                   source: aGtech centre.
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MANUFACTURER Equipment Technologies
MODEL AS715 (750 Gallon Tank) AS1010 (1,000 Gallon Tank) AS1210 (1,200 Gallon Tank)

The AS715 is a perfect sprayer for operators looking for de-
pendable performance in a medium-sized sprayer. The AS715 
features a smooth riding suspension along with a 750-gallon 
tank and a powerful 160 hp Cummins engine.

 The  AS1010 model features a smooth shifting 6-speed transmission and an 
impressive 215 hp Cummins engine - perfect for operators looking to leap 
into the larger sprayer segment. 

The AS1210 is our largest sprayer... giving large 
operators a 1200-gallon tank and a powerful 275 hp 
Cummins engine. Perfectly tuned to deliver top-notch 
performance, the AS1210 is a smart choice for large 
farmers or custom applicators. 

ENgINE

    Make Cummins Tier III Cummins Tier III Cummins Tier III

    Peak rated power (hp) 160 hp 215 hp 275 hp

    Number of cylinders   

    Displacement, cu. in. (l)  

    Alternator  

    Fuel tank capacity, U.S. gallon 100 gal. 100 gal. 100 gal.

SOLUTION SySTEM

    Capacity, U.S. gallon 750 850 Gallon Poly Optional: 1,000 gallon poly 1,200 gal.

    Tank material Poly Poly Optional: Stainless steel (both 850 gal 
and 1,000 gal)

Stainless steel

    Rinse tank capacity, U.S. gallon 750 850 Gallon Poly Optional: 1,000 gallon poly 1,200 gal.

    Quick fill size  

    Rate control make Hypro 9306S HM1C hydraulically driven centrifugal pump. 
High Flow Optional

Hypro 9306S HM1C, hydrauli-
cally driven centrifugal pump 

Optional: High Flow Hypro 9306S HM1C, hydraulically driven centrifugal 
pump 

    Model

    Flow meter size

    Suction strainer

    Pressure strainer

    Boom strainer

BOOM

    Boom width options, ft. Straight: 80 ft., 90 ft. or 100 ft.; Split: 60/80 ft. or 60/90 ft. Straight: 80 ft., 90 ft. or 100 ft.; Split: 60/80 ft. or 60/90 ft. Straight: 80 ft., 90 ft. or 100 ft.; Split: 60/80 ft. or 
60/90 ft.

    Plumbing material  

    ground height adjustment, in. 0 to 58 in., 31 in. crop clearance; 14 in. to 74 in., 42 in. crop 
clearance; 20 in. to 80 in., 48 in. crop clearance

0 to 58 in., 31 in. crop clearance; 14 in. to 74 in., 42 in. crop clearance; 20 in. 
to 80 in., 48 in. crop clearance

0 to 58 in., 31 in. crop clearance; 14 in. to 74 in., 42 in. 
crop clearance; 20 in. to 80 in., 48 in. crop clearance

    Breakaway width, ft.  

    Boom sections  

DRIvETRAIN  

    Type ITL/JCB Powershift ITL/JCB Powershift Optional: Funk Funk

    Drive Mechanical Mechanical Mechanical Mechanical

    Shifting 4-speed, torque converted  6-speed, Torque Converted 6-speed, Torque Converted 6-speed, Torque Converted

    Hydraulic reservoir capacity, gallons   

    ground speed w/std. tires, mph (kph) 28 mph 36 mph 36 mph 36 mph

        1st range 0-5mph 0-5 mph 0-6 mph 0-6 mph

        2nd range 0-9 mph 0-8 mph 0-9 mph 0-9 mph

        3rd range 0-16 mph 0-11 mph 0-11 mph 0-11 mph

        4th range 0-28 mph 0-18 mph 0-15 mph 0-15 mph

        5th range 0-29 mph 0-22 mph 0-22 mph

        6th range 0-36 mph 0-36 mph 0-36 mph

CHASSIS

    Dry compatible  

    Suspension Front axle: center oscillation with independent hydraulic 
accumulation. Rear axle patented hydraulic: load suspension 
with compensating anti-sway control, self-adjusting for dimin-
ishing/increasing load

Front axle: center oscillation with independent hydraulic accumulation. 
Rear axle patented hydraulic: load suspension with compensating anti-sway 
control, self-adjusting for diminishing/increasing load

Front axle: center oscillation with independent 
hydraulic accumulationRear axle patented hydraulic: 
load suspension with compensating anti-sway control, 
self-adjusting for diminishing/increasing load

    Crop clearance w/std. tires, in. 31 in., 42 in., 48 in. 36 in., 42 in., 48 in. 48 in.

    Front tires Front: 12.4x28380/80R38,480/70R34,& 23.1X26 R-3 Front: 380/80R38 480/70R34, & 23.1X26 R-3 (optional) Front: 380/80R38 480/70R34, & 23.1X26 R-3 (optional)

    Rear tires 380/90R46 Rear: 380/90R46 320/90R50, 520/85R46, 30.5X32 R-3 (optional) Rear: 380/90R46 320/90R50, 520/85R46, 30.5X32 
R-3 (optional)

    Flotation tires  

    Hydraulic tread adjust  

    Wheel tread spacing, in.  

    Wheel base, in. 162 in/ 31 in crop clearance; 173 in /42 in. & 48 in. crop 
clearance

173 in. 173 in.

    Steering lock-to-lock (turns)  

    Turning radius, ft. 14 ft. 7 in., 31 in crop clearance 17 ft. 42 in. & 48 in. crop 
clearance

17 ft. 17 ft.

    Parking brake  

    Primary brakes Internal, wet disc self-adjusting Internal, wet disc self-adjusting Internal, wet disc self-adjusting

    Ladder raise/lower  

    Total weight w/60 ft. boom, lb. 17,400 lbs. (poly tank) 18,500 lbs. (poly tank) 21,100 lbs. (stainless steel tank)

OTHER OPTIONS  

    Air compressor  

    Foam marker capacity, U.S. gallon  
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Boom height controllers mean 
smooth sailing  by Carolyn King

Automated boom height 
control systems take the 

stress out of spraying.

Keeping a spray boom at the 
right height above the ground is 
important for ensuring effective 

chemical applications, minimizing spray 
drift and preventing the boom from 
hitting the ground. But trying to keep 
the boom at the right height during the 
course of a long day can be stressful, 
especially with a long suspended boom, 
a high travelling speed and uneven 
ground. A growing number of custom 
sprayers and farmers are finding that 
automated spray boom height control 
systems make sense for their situation. 

hIgh ClearanCe sPrayers

NORAC’s UC5 system is integrated into the 
Ag Leader control panel. Photo courtesy of 

norac systeMs international.

Raven’s AutoBoom control panel.
   Photo courtesy of raven canaDa.
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Maintaining the proper height: it is 
not easy
“The right boom height depends on the 
nozzle you’re using and the given spray 
situation,” explains Dr. Tom Wolf of 
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada in 
Saskatoon. “The rule of thumb is that 
the edge of a nozzle pattern should meet 
the centre of the next nozzle pattern, so 
that you achieve 100 percent overlap. 
That overlap might be achieved at 20 
inches above the target or 25 inches – it 
depends on the nozzle itself.  I encourage 
everyone before they spray to have a 
look at their nozzle patterns and adjust 
their boom height so that objective is 
met. That will ensure good success with 
whatever nozzles they choose to use.”

   Keeping the boom fairly low while 
still getting 100 percent coverage offers 
two key advantages. “Low boom heights 
reduce spray drift, so you can get more 
spraying done without causing damage 
to anything that you’re not supposed to 
hit with the spray. That’s very valuable 
in these days of needing to cover more 
acres per day,” notes Wolf. 

   The other advantage is the increased 
ability to target the spray. He says, 
“If you have a low boom height, you 
have greater canopy penetration, and a 
greater ability to hit specific targets, like 
stems or weed heads.” 

   Although sprayer operators recognize 
the importance of maintaining proper 
boom height, it is not easy to manually 
match the boom height to the contour 
of the land when using long suspended 
booms and travelling at speeds of 15 or 
20 miles an hour.  

Wolf says, “Suspended booms rely on 
fairly sophisticated suspension systems 
to maintain a uniform boom height. 
With those systems you get some boom 
sway as you move over rough ground, 
and maybe you have a slight slope so 
one end of the boom is closer to the 
ground than the other end. So you’re 
constantly adjusting the in-cab controls. 
And we are travelling significantly faster 
than we did 10 or 15 years ago, so there 
is much less room for error.” 

Often the compromise solution is to 
raise the boom. “Guys who are running 
a sprayer without an automatic height 
controller may start at the beginning of 

the day with the boom down where it’s 
supposed to be. But as they get tired, they 
move it up higher and higher because 
there’s less chance of the boom hitting the 
ground and being damaged,” says Craig 
Lester from NORAC Systems Interna-
tional Inc. NORAC makes various types 
of depth and height control systems 
including boom height controllers.

Advantages of automated 
height control
An automated boom height control 
system makes maintaining a proper 
boom height much simpler. “The boom 
height controllers available now will 
keep your boom at the height you set 
it at when you’re travelling at 20 miles 
an hour, whether you’re in hilly land or 
flat land,” says Jim Kelley of Redhead 
Equipment Ltd. in Saskatoon. He sells 
several kinds of automated boom height 
control systems.

NORAC’s Lester says, “It enables the 
operator to drive a little faster, which 
allows him to cover more acres in a day, 
and do a better job of spraying because 
he’s spraying at the right height to get 
the proper application of the chemicals. 
And it just takes away a lot of the stress 
of operating these big sprayers, enabling 
the operator to work longer hours and 
not be so tired when he climbs off the 
equipment at the end of the day.”

Cliff Sime, who farms near Fort 
Saskatchewan, Alberta, has NORAC’s 
UC4+ automatic boom height control 
system on his John Deere 4730 high 
clearance sprayer. “When you’re 
travelling at relatively high speeds and 
having 100 feet on a frame with all the 
dips and hollows that you have, it’s nice 
not having to worry about controlling 
boom height,” says Sime. 

Doug Weist uses an X20 Ultra Sonic 
Boom Leveler from Topcon Precision 
Agriculture on his Montana farm and 
he is a dealer for Topcon. Weist has 
Topcon’s system on his Case IH SRX 160, 
a pull-type sprayer with 120-foot-wide 
boom. He says, “Whatever speed you can 
operate the tractor at, it keeps that boom 
at the right height. It’s hard to imagine 
maybe, but it really makes that boom 
glide across the field.”  

Ron Herperger, who farms near Yorkton, 

Saskatchewan, has an AutoBoom system 
sold by Raven Industries on his Case 
IH Patriot 4420 self-propeller sprayer 
with a 100 foot boom. He says this boom 
height control system provides “more 
uniform crop coverage and better spray 
target consistency. It’s less stressful and 
it’s easier on the booms of the sprayer. 
It’s a real nice feature to have, it makes 
spraying so much more enjoyable and 
effective.” 

Thinking about buying a system?
These days many new sprayers have 
automated boom height control as an 
option or as standard equipment. Or 
growers can buy a height control system 
and have it installed on an existing 
sprayer. 

Whether or not an automated boom 
height control system is right for a grower 
depends on the situation. Monty Shivak, 
inventor of the AutoBoom System that is 
sold by Raven Industries, says, “If you’re 
on tabletop-flat land, and you’re running 
a 70-foot sprayer at 10 miles an hour, 
you probably don’t need a height control 
system. But if you’ve got a gentle roll and 
a 100-foot sprayer and you’re trying to go 
18 miles an hour, you really should have 
a height control.”

Of course, cost is also a consideration. 
Depending on the system, the retail 
price ranges from about $3,500 to almost 
$10,000. 

Is it worth the cost? “Without reser-
vation, I would recommend automatic 
boom height controllers,” states Wolf, but 
he emphasizes that it is not simple to put 
a dollar value on the benefits. 

He says, “The payback is extended 
hours of operation, less drift and better 
uniformity, which decreases the likelihood 
of failure. For instance, if your boom 
is at a bit of an odd angle, you’ll have 
striping and complete misses between 
the nozzles; a boom height controller will 
prevent that from happening.”  

 Just as significant is the “user-friend-
liness payback.” Wolf notes, “When we 
spray on our farm, it’s a stressful time. 
There is tremendous pressure to get the 
job done, and a tremendous number 
of things to watch while spraying to 
make sure nothing is going wrong. 
Any innovation that removes some of 
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that stress results in a more pleasant 
experience. You’ll have payback in 
terms of your own well being.” 

Shivak sees similar benefits. “The 
number one benefit is better weed 
control because your boom is at the 
right height. You can spray on windier 
days if you are lower to the ground. 
You have to ask yourself what is 
that worth when the bugs are eating 
your canola, and you’re able to spray 
one day sooner. And the difference 
that it makes to the operator’s day is 
unbelievable.” 

Weist says, “It’s one of the technol-
ogies that you can’t simply do math on 
to say, ‘I’m going to return my money 
after so many acres.’” He outlines some 
of the hard-to-quantify benefits he finds: 
“If you try to make boom height adjust-
ments manually, you’re either making 
the adjustment too far or not enough, 
so the boom is never actually at exactly 
the right height. With the cost of the 
products that we’re putting out there, 
you want to make sure that the boom 
is at the right height so the product is 
put down properly. And you want to be 
sure you’re not running your boom into 
the dirt because these machines cost – 
the bigger ones are a quarter million 
dollars. I do a lot of night spraying and 
I can run with my lights off without 
worrying about that boom hitting the 
ground. But I think the biggest benefit 
is the fatigue thing, knowing that you 
can just sit there and your boom is 
going to be properly placed.”

Some common systems
Several automated boom height control 
systems are available in Western 
Canada. There are differences among 
the systems in how the changes in the 
distance from the boom to the target are 
detected and how the boom is moved 
in response to those changes. The most 
commonly available systems are from 
NORAC, Raven, Topcon and John 
Deere. Details about system features, 
prices and dealer locations are available 
on the company websites.

NORAC (www.norac.ca): The system 
developed by NORAC, a Saskatoon-
based company,  uses  ultrasonic 

Remember to take varying travel speeds into account when setting 
boom height, advises Dr. Tom Wolf of Agriculture and Agri-Food 

Canada. “Travel speed fluctuates, especially when making a turn. Automatic 
rate controllers make sure that the application volume is maintained at 
a constant, pre-programmed level even under varying speeds. The rate 
controller does that by adjusting the operating pressure for the nozzle. 
But some nozzles may not work well under very wide pressure ranges. So 
growers have to ensure that they are within the range of pressures that are 
acceptable for their nozzles.”  

   The nozzle pattern changes with pressure, so the boom height for 100 
percent coverage may be different at normal pressure than when the pressure 
is lower when slowing down.  “When you’re checking your sprayer over 
before the season to make sure that everything is running well, check the 
nozzle patterns when you’re at average pressure and also at the minimum 
pressure that you’ll likely experience in the field. If the pattern changes, you 
might need to make an adjustment to the boom height to allow for that.”

Manually maintaining proper boom height with a suspended boom sprayer can be a 
challenge while travelling quickly across uneven ground.              Photo by bruce barker.

Boom height 
& travel speed tip
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sensors to measure the distance from 
the boom to the ground surface or top 
of the crop. 

NORAC’s Lester says, “We tie the 
ultrasonics in with the hydraulics of 
the sprayer and give the operator the 
opportunity to program in his desired 
spray height. Each ultrasonic sensor 
sends sound waves to the ground and 
then catches them when they bounce 

back to measure the distance.” 
The latest version of the NORAC 

system is the UC5 Spray Height 
Controller. It is available with three or 
five sensors along the boom; the five-
sensor system is for longer booms. 

Raven (www.ravenprecision.com) 
Raven’s three AutoBoom systems are 
another Saskatchewan innovation (see 

box). All three systems raise and lower 
the boom using changing pressures, 
rather than opening and closing 
hydraulic valves; Shivak says this 
allows the system to respond quickly 
and smoothly. The PowerGlide and 
PowerGlide Plus systems each use two 
small touchdown wheels on the boom 
to detect changes in ground height. 
The UltraGlide system uses ultrasonic 
sensors, with three or five sensors. 

Shivak notes, “The ultrasonic system 
has the wheel mount incorporated, so 
you can run the wheel version until 
the crop gets a foot high, then flip the 
switch over to ultrasonics and take 
the wheels off and keep going. And 
it’s an expandable system; you can 
buy the wheel system and then add 
the ultrasonic kit later with no real  
cost penalty.” 

To p c o n  ( w w w. t o p c o n p a . c o m ) 
Topcon’s system is the X20 Ultra Sonic 
Boom Leveler. “It uses ultrasonics to 
check the distance from boom to the 
target, and then uses a computer to 
keep it that way. Along with the ultra-
sonics, Topcon uses an inertial sensor, 
so the system can sense the machine 
titling or a wheel dropping, which 
makes it react a little faster,” explains 
Topcon’s Stephen Jones. 

The Boom Leveler is integrated 
with other electronic systems in the 
cab. Montana farmer and dealer Weist 
says, “The X20 is the computer part 
that the guy in the cab sees. It does 
the steering, the mapping, the auto 
rate, the boom height, and it brings 
all those pieces of information to 
you in the cab. The Boom Leveler 
is an icon on the screen that you’re  
already using.” 

John Deere (www.deere.com) : 
John Deere offers the BoomTrac Pro 
for automatic boom level and height 
control. The system uses ultrasonic 
sensors and is available with three 
or five sensors. The system can be 
either factory installed or installed by 
a dealer at a later date. It is available 
for the John Deere 4730, 4830 and 4930 
sprayers. n

Nitro 4000, a class of sprayer      
all on it’s own.

The Miller Nitro 4000 Series Sprayers 
are a dramatic combination of 
technology and innovation, creating the 
most advanced, productive, and robust 
front boom sprayer available.  

You’ll enjoy outstanding power, award 
winning ride and suspension, and 
unsurpassed visibility with the front 
mounted boom.  Maximize your 
productivity with tanks up to 1600 
gallons and booms as wide as 120 feet.  

Drop the boom and hook up a 
MacDon or Honeybee header for the 
ultimate in versatility and value.

Whatever you grow: canola, wheat, 
peas, beans, corn... Choose the leader 
in high clearance, front mount boom 
technology. 

Choose the 
Nitro 4000 Series. 

800-247-5557     www.millerstn.com
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MANUFACTURER Hagie
MODEL STS10 STS12 STS14 STS16

The Hagie STS10 for 2009 is powered by a Cum-
mins 215-hp QSB 6.7 liter or an optional 275-hp 
QSB 6.7 liter engine, and has either a 1000 gallon 
poly or stainless steel solutions tank and a choice 
of a 60’/80’/90’or  60’/100’.   With spray speeds 
up to 18 mph, and the lightest foot print of any 
single tank sprayer, you can get in and out of a 
field before others would even want to try.  

The backbone of the Hagie Manufacturing 
Company sprayer line, the 1200 gallon STS12 
sprayer is the industry leading, full-time four-
wheel hydrostatic drive performance.   Equipped 
with a 275 HP Cummins QSB 6.7L diesel and 
Hagie’s ACE Technology, the STS12 has power 
when you want it, but also saves you money 
with fuel efficiency.  

The latest introduction from Hagie Manufactur-
ing Company, the STS14 sprayer is designed for 
those who need the narrow wheel package and 
versatility of the STS12 with more capacity, but 
can’t justify the cost of an STS16.  The patented 
four wheel independent air-ride suspension 
makes the ride the best in the industry.  

When you want a high capacity row crop 
sprayer, Hagie Manufacturing Company 
has your answer with the STS16, the 
world’s largest and most powerful row 
crop sprayer.  Equipped with a 365Hp 
Cummins 8.9L diesel engine, the STS16 
has the power to spray at speeds up to 
20 MPH while carrying 1600 gallons 
of product.  

Engine

    Make Cummins Cummins Cummins Cummins

    Peak rated power (hp) 225Hp 275 hp 275 hp 365 hp

    Number of cylinders 6 6 6 6

    Displacement, cu. in. (l) 6.7L 6.7L 6.7L 8.9L

    Alternator 160 AMP 160 AMP 160 AMP 160 AMP

    Fuel tank capacity, U.S. gallon 150 gal 150 gal. 150 gal. 175 gal.

Solution system

    Capacity, U.S. gallon 1000 gal 1200 gal. 1400 gal. 1600 gal.

    Tank material Poly or Stainless Stainless Stainless Stainless

    Rinse tank capacity, U.S. gallon 100 gal 100 gal. 100 gal. 100 gal.

    Quick fill size 3” 3 in. 3 in. 3 in.

    Rate control make Raven Raven Raven Raven

    Model 4600 4600 4600 4600

    Flow meter size RFM 100 RFM 100 RFM 100 RFM 100

    Suction strainer

    Pressure strainer 50 mesh 50 mesh 50 mesh 50 mesh

    Boom strainer optional optional optional optional

Boom

    Boom width options, ft. 60’80’/90’ or 60’/100 60, 80,/90 ft. or 60/100 ft. 60, 80,/90 ft. or 60/100 ft. or  90/120 ft. 60, 80,/90 ft. or 60/100 ft. or  90/120 ft.

    Plumbing material EPDM rubber or Stainless steel EPDM rubber or Stainless steel EPDM rubber or Stainless steel EPDM rubber or Stainless steel

    ground height adjustment, in. 22in - 107 in 22 in. to 107 in. 22 in. to 107 in. 22 in. to 107 in.

    Breakaway width, ft. 10 ft 10 ft. 10 ft. 10 ft.

    Boom sections 5 5 5 up to 100 ft., 9 on 120 ft. 5 up to 100 ft., 9 on 120 ft.

Drivetrain

    Type Hydrostatic Hydrostatic Hydrostatic Hydrostatic

    Drive

    Shifting Push button Push button Push button Push button

    Hydraulic reservoir capacity, gallons 35 gal 35 gal. 35 gal. 40 gal.

    ground speed w/std. tires, mph (kph)

        1st range 12MPH 12 mph 10 mph 14 mph

        2nd range 18 MPH 18 mph 18mph 16 mph

        3rd range 30 mph 30 mph 28mph 18 mph

        4th range 20 mph

        5th range 25 mph

        6th range 32 mph

Chassis

    Dry compatible No No No No

    Suspension Independent auto adjusting Air Ride Independent auto adjusting Air Ride Independent auto adjusting Air Ride Independent auto adjusting Air Ride

    Crop clearance w/std. tires, in. 72 inches 72 in. 72 in. 72 in.

    Front tires 380/85 R46 380/85 R46 380/85 R46 380/85 R46

    Rear tires 380/85 R46 380/85 R46 380/85 R46 380/85 R46

    Flotation tires 520/85 R46 520/85 R46 520/85 R46 520/85 R46

    Hydraulic tread adjust optional optional optional optional

    Wheel tread spacing, in. 120 - 154 in 120 - 154 in. 120 - 154 in. 120 - 154 in.

    Wheel base, in. 140 in 140 in. 140 in. 166 in.

    Steering lock-to-lock (turns)

    Turning radius, ft. 18 ft 18 ft. 18 ft. 22ft. 5 in.

    Parking brake hydraulic release spring applied hydraulic release spring applied hydraulic release spring applied hydraulic release spring applied

    Primary brakes

    Ladder raise/lower automatic - hydrailic automatic - hydrailic automatic - hydrailic automatic - hydrailic

    Total weight w/60 ft. boom, lb. 21350 lb 23450 lbs. 24240 lbs. 25250 lbs.

    Total weight w/80 ft. boom, lb. 21350 lb 23450 lbs. 24240 lbs. 25250 lbs.

    Total weight w/90 ft. boom, lb. 21350 lb 23450 lbs. 24240 lbs. 25250 lbs.

    Total weight w/100 ft. boom, lb. 21460 lb 23560 lbs. 24350 lbs. 25360 lbs.

    Total weight w/120 ft. boom, lb. N/A N/A 27950 lbs. 28960 lbs.

Other Options

    Air compressor standard standard standard standard

    Foam marker capacity, U.S. gallon optional 36 gal optional 36 gal. optional 36 gal. optional 36 gal.
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MANUFACTURER John Deere
MODEL 4730 4830 4930

The 4730 gives farmers and retail applicators 100 feet of 
boom, 800 gallons of solution capacity, all driven by a 245 
HP engine.

The new 4830 offers boom widths to 100 feet, a 1,000 gallon 
solution tank, and 275 HP engine.  

For larger scale operations, the 4930 gives you 1,200 gallons of solution 
capacity, boom widths to 120 feet, and 325 horses worth of John Deere 
engine. Plus, the 4930 can be ordered with the new 300 cubic-foot dry 
spinner box, giving you three-season capability in one high performance 
machine.

ENgINE

    Make John Deere John Deere John Deere PowerTech Turbocharged Engine

    Peak rated power (hp) 245 hp 275 hp 325 hp

    Number of cylinders 6 6 6

    Displacement, cu. in. (l) 414 (6.8 L) 414 (6.8 L) 551 (9.0 L)

    Alternator 200 amp 200 amp 200amp

    Fuel tank capacity, U.S. gallon 133 gal. 133 gal. 140 gal.

SOLUTION SySTEM

    Capacity, U.S. gallon 800 gal. 1000 gal. 1200 gal.

    Tank material Stainless Steel (Poly. option) Stainless Steel Stainless Steel

    Rinse tank capacity, U.S. gallon 120 gal. 120 gal. 150 gal.

    Quick fill size 3-in. 3-in. (std.), 2-in. optional 3 in.

    Rate control make John Deere SprayStar John Deere SprayStar John Deere SprayStar

    Model GreenStar 2 Display 2600 GreenStar 2 Display 2600 GreenStar 2 Display 2600

    Flow meter size --- --- 1.5 in, optional 2nd flowmeter for high flow system

    Suction strainer 30 mesh 30 mesh 20mesh

    Pressure strainer 50 mesh 50 mesh 50mesh

    Boom strainer 80 mesh 80 mesh 80mesh (Optional)

BOOM

    Boom width options, ft. 80, 90, 100 ft. 80, 90, 100 ft. 90, 100 and 120 ft.

    Plumbing material Stainless steel (poly optional) Stainless steel (poly optional) Stainless Steel

    ground height adjustment, in. 27 - 86.5 in. 27 - 86.5 in. 24-84 in. 

    Breakaway width, ft. 80-ft. and 90-ft. booms: 6.5-ft., 100-ft. boom: 10-ft. 80-ft. and 90-ft. booms: 6.5-ft.; 100-ft. boom: 10-ft. 13ft tip; Full boom standard

    Boom sections 7 7 7

DRIvETRAIN

    Type Hydrostatic Hydrostatic Hydrostatic

    Drive Full time 4WD Full time 4WD Full-time 4WD

    Shifting Electrohydraulic (on the go) Electrohydraulic (on the go) Electro-Hydraulic

    Hydraulic reservoir capacity, gallons 17 gal. 17 gal. 20 gal.

    ground speed w/std. tires, mph (kph) --- --- L-20mph; L-35mph

        1st range 0 - 13.6 mph 0 - 13.2 mph ---

        2nd range 0 - 17.4 mph 0 - 16.7 mph ---

        3rd range 0 - 20.2 mph 0 - 21.2 mph ---

        4th range 0 - 29.6 mph 0 - 31 mph ---

        5th range --- --- ---

        6th range --- --- ---

CHASSIS

    Dry compatible No No Yes

    Suspension 4 Wheel independent strut-type with air springs 4 Wheel independent strut-type with air springs Twin struts with air bags, Optional auto air spring leveling

    Crop clearance w/std. tires, in. 60 in. 60 in. 50 in.

    Front tires 380/90R46, 320/90R46, 420/80R46 380/90R46, 320/90R50, 420/80R46 380/105R50 or 480/105R50

    Rear tires 380/90R46, 320/90R46, 420/80R46 380/90R46, 320/90R50, 420/80R46 380/105R50 or 480/105R50

    Flotation tires 520/85R38 600/85R38 620/70R46

    Hydraulic tread adjust Hydraulic (manual optional) Hydraulic (manual optional) Standard

    Wheel tread spacing, in. 120 -152 in. 120 -152 in. 120-160 in.

    Wheel base, in. 165.8 in. 165.8 in. 170 in.

    Steering lock-to-lock (turns) --- --- 4.7

    Turning radius, ft. 24 ft. 24 ft. 30 ft. rear axle

    Parking brake Hydraulic release Hydraulic release Spring-engaged, hyd-disengaged disk pack

    Primary brakes Hydrostatic Hydrostatic Hydrostatic

    Ladder raise/lower Hydraulic Hydraulic Automatic

    Total weight w/60 ft. boom, lb. N/A N/A NA

    Total weight w/80 ft. boom, lb. --- --- NA

    Total weight w/90 ft. boom, lb. --- --- 30,000 lbs.

    Total weight w/100 ft. boom, lb. --- --- 30,400 lbs.

    Total weight w/120 ft. boom, lb. N/A N/A 31,025 lbs.

OTHER OPTIONS

    Air compressor Optional Optional On Board Air (Standard)

    Foam marker capacity, U.S. gallon 50 gal. 50 gal. ---
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DuPont™ Refine® herbicides:  
High-impact, broad-spectrum  
weed control.
DuPont™ Refine® brand herbicides are the cornerstone of a great broadleaf  
weed control program in your cereals, with proven performance you can count on 

Refine® SG delivers proven value in broad-spectrum weed control, including  
5-leaf wild buckwheat and narrow-leaved hawk’s-beard.

Refine® M adds control of dandelion and all types of volunteer canola. Plus, actives from 
2 different groups help manage resistance.  

Both Refine® herbicides are Powered by Solumax® soluble granules for consistent,  
effective weed control and faster, easier sprayer cleanout.

Put a field-proven Refine® herbicide on your weed wrecking crew.

Questions? Call 1-800-667-3925  
or visit www.weedwreckingcrew.com   

As with all crop protection products, read and follow label instructions carefully.  The DuPont Oval Logo, DuPont™, The miracles of science™,  
Refine® and Solumax® are registered trademarks or trademarks of E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.  
DuPont Canada is a licensee. Member of CropLife Canada.  © Copyright 2009 DuPont Canada. All rights reserved.

Refine® SG
•  Proven value in  

broad-spectrum  
weed control

•  Controls 5-leaf  
wild buckwheat  
and narrow-leaved 
hawk’s-beard

Refine® M
•  Adds sharp control  

of dandelion

•  Controls all types of  
volunteer canola

             DuPont™

               Refine®       
                 herbicides
                                            Powered by Solumax®
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MANUFACTURER Miller St. Nazianz, Inc.
MODEL Condor a40 Condor a75

Featuring a simple, rugged mechanical drive train, you will find that simplicity is the 
defining characteristic of the Condor A40 sprayers.  Driven by a Cummins QSB 6.7L 
diesel engine, with power delivered directly to the ground via the Allison automatic 
transmission and heavy duty differential, you’ll benefit from better performance, 
higher productivity, improved fuel efficiency, less downtime, and lower operating 
costs.

Like the A40, the A77 features a simple, rugged mechanical drive train, and is driven 
by a Cummins QSB 6.7L diesel engine.  For a superior return on investment, equip 
the Condor A75 with the patented Spray-Air air boom technology to ensure dense 
canopy penetration, total plant coverage, and the most efficient and complete pest 
control available.

ENgINE

    Make Cummins QSB 6.7 Cummins QSB 6.7

    Peak rated power (hp) 240 (power bulge to 250) 275

    Number of cylinders 6 6

    Displacement, cu. in. (l) 6.7L 6.7L

    Alternator 160 amp 160 amp

    Fuel tank capacity, U.S. gallon 120 gallons 120 gal.

SOLUTION SySTEM

    Capacity, U.S. gallon 1000 gal. 1000 or 1200 gal.

    Tank material Poly or Stainless Steel Poly or Stainless Steel

    Rinse tank capacity, U.S. gallon 100 gal. 100 gal.

    Quick fill size 3” 3 in.

    Rate control make Raven Raven

    Model Envizio Pro, Viper Pro, SCS4600 Envizio Pro, Viper Pro, SCS4600

    Flow meter size 2” 2 in.

    Suction strainer

    Pressure strainer 50 or 80 mesh 50 or 80 mesh

    Boom strainer 50 or 100 mesh 50 or 100 mesh

BOOM

    Boom width options, ft. 60’, 75/60, 80/60, 90/60, 100/60, 27m, 30m 75/60, 80/60, 90/60, 100/60, 120/65 ft.

    Plumbing material Poly or Stainless Steel Poly or Stainless Steel

    ground height adjustment, in. 20” - 80” 20 - 80 in.

    Breakaway width, ft. Varies, up to 15’ Varies, up to 15’

    Boom sections 5 or 10 5 or 10

DRIvETRAIN

    Type Mechanical Mechanical

    Drive Allison 2500 Automatic Allison 3000 Automatic

    Shifting Automatic 5 speed Automatic 6 speed

    Hydraulic reservoir capacity, gallons 

    ground speed w/std. tires, mph (kph)

        1st range 8.6 mph 8.8 mph

        2nd range 15.8 mph 16.3 mph

        3rd range 20.9 mph 21.8 mph

        4th range 30 mph 30.5 mph 

        5th range 40 mph 40 mph

        6th range 45.8 mph

CHASSIS

    Dry compatible In development In development

    Suspension Auto Adjust Airbag with sway control Auto Adjust Airbag with sway control

    Crop clearance w/std. tires, in. 48” w/Drop Box, 42” w/Angle Drive 48 in. Drop Box

    Front tires 380/90R46 380/90R46

    Rear tires 380/90R46 380/90R46

    Flotation tires 520/85D38, 710/70R38 520/85D38, 710/70R38

    Hydraulic tread adjust Optional Optional

    Wheel tread spacing, in. 120-150 in 120-150 in.

    Wheel base, in. 168 in 168 in.

    Steering lock-to-lock (turns)

    Turning radius, ft. 15 ft 15 ft.

    Parking brake Spring applied, hydraulic release Spring applied, hydraulic release

    Primary brakes Heavy duty disc brakes on rear axle, front discs optional Heavy duty disc brakes on rear axle, front discs std.

    Ladder raise/lower Automatic with park brake set/release, hydraulic lift Automatic with park brake set/release, hydraulic lift

    Total weight w/60 ft. boom, lb. Approx 24,500lbs Approx 24,500 lbs.

    Total weight w/80 ft. boom, lb. Approx 24,500lbs Approx 24,500 lbs.

    Total weight w/90 ft. boom, lb. Approx 24,500lbs Approx 24,500 lbs.

    Total weight w/100 ft. boom, lb. Approx 24,500lbs Approx 24,500 lbs.

    Total weight w/120 ft. boom, lb.

OTHER OPTIONS

    Air compressor Standard equipment, engine driven Standard equipment, engine driven

    Foam marker capacity, U.S. gallon Injection system w/6 gallon concentrate tank, uses water from rinse tank Injection system w/6 gallon concentrate tank, uses water from rinse tank



DuPont™ Refine® herbicides:  
High-impact, broad-spectrum  
weed control.
DuPont™ Refine® brand herbicides are the cornerstone of a great broadleaf  
weed control program in your cereals, with proven performance you can count on 

Refine® SG delivers proven value in broad-spectrum weed control, including  
5-leaf wild buckwheat and narrow-leaved hawk’s-beard.

Refine® M adds control of dandelion and all types of volunteer canola. Plus, actives from 
2 different groups help manage resistance.  

Both Refine® herbicides are Powered by Solumax® soluble granules for consistent,  
effective weed control and faster, easier sprayer cleanout.

Put a field-proven Refine® herbicide on your weed wrecking crew.

Questions? Call 1-800-667-3925  
or visit www.weedwreckingcrew.com   

As with all crop protection products, read and follow label instructions carefully.  The DuPont Oval Logo, DuPont™, The miracles of science™,  
Refine® and Solumax® are registered trademarks or trademarks of E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.  
DuPont Canada is a licensee. Member of CropLife Canada.  © Copyright 2009 DuPont Canada. All rights reserved.

Refine® SG
•  Proven value in  

broad-spectrum  
weed control

•  Controls 5-leaf  
wild buckwheat  
and narrow-leaved 
hawk’s-beard

Refine® M
•  Adds sharp control  

of dandelion

•  Controls all types of  
volunteer canola

             DuPont™

               Refine®       
                 herbicides
                                            Powered by Solumax®
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MANUFACTURER Miller St. Nazianz, Inc.
MODEL nitro 4215 nitro 4240 nitro 4275 nitro 4315

The All-New Miller Nitro 4000 Series sprayers are a dramatic combination of styling, technology, and award winning innovation, creating the most advanced high-clearance sprayers available today. 
 
With true high clearance machine and a front mount boom, you will be able to spray late into the season in tall crops with a Miller Nitro 4000 Series sprayer without ever looking back.  Choose from one of 5 models 
ranging from 215 horse power all the way up to 365 horse power, with tank size options of 1000, 1200, 1400, and a massive 1600 gallons!  And with a choice of booms from 60 feet to 120 feet wide, you will find a 
Miller Nitro 4000 Series sprayer specifically suited to your operations needs.

ENgINE

    Make Cummins QSB 6.7 Cummins QSB 6.7 Cummins QSB 6.7 Mercedes Benz OM926

    Peak rated power (hp) 215 power bulge to 225 (240 optional) 240 (275 optional) 275 315

    Number of cylinders 6 6 6 6

    Displacement, cu. in. (l) 6.7L 6.7L 6.7L 7.2L

    Alternator 160 amp 160 amp 160 amp 160 amp

    Fuel tank capacity, U.S. gallon 150 gal. 150 gal. 150 gal. 150 gal.

SOLUTION SySTEM

    Capacity, U.S. gallon 1000 gal. 1000 or 1200 gal. 1200, 1400, or 1600 gal. 1200, 1400, or 1600 gal.

    Tank material Poly or Stainless Steel Poly or Stainless Steel Stainless Steel Stainless Steel

    Rinse tank capacity, U.S. gallon 150 gal. 150 gal. 150 gallons 150 gal.

    Quick fill size 3 in. 3 in. 3 in. 3 in.

    Rate control make Raven Raven Raven Raven

    Model Envizio Pro, Viper Pro, SCS4600 Envizio Pro, Viper Pro, SCS4600 Envizio Pro, Viper Pro, SCS4600 Envizio Pro, Viper Pro, SCS4600

    Flow meter size 2 in. 2 in. 2 in. 2 in.

    Suction strainer

    Pressure strainer 50 or 80 mesh 50 or 80 mesh 50 or 80 mesh 50 or 80 mesh

    Boom strainer 50 or 100 mesh 50 or 100 mesh 50 or 100 mesh 50 or 100 mesh

BOOM

    Boom width options, ft. 60’, 75/60, 80/60, 90/60, 100/60 ft. 60’, 75/60, 80/60, 90/60, 100/60 ft. 60’, 75/60, 80/60, 90/60, 100/60, 120/70 ft.
60’, 75/60, 80/60, 90/60, 100/60, 
120/70 ft.

    Plumbing material Poly or Stainless Steel Poly or Stainless Steel Poly or Stainless Steel Poly or Stainless Steel

    ground height adjustment, in. 22 - 118 in. 22 - 118 in. 22 - 118 in. 22 - 118 in.

    Breakaway width, ft. Tip breakaway Tip breakaway Tip breakaway Tip breakaway

    Boom sections 5 or 10 5 or 10 5 or 10 5 or 10

DRIvETRAIN

    Type 4 wheel drive hydrostatic 4 wheel drive hydrostatic 4 wheel drive hydrostatic 4 wheel drive hydrostatic

    Drive Twin Sundstrand Torq-Trac hydrostatic Twin Sundstrand Torq-Trac hydrostatic Twin Sundstrand Torq-Trac hydrostatic Twin Sundstrand Torq-Trac hydrostatic

    Shifting Hydrostatic Hydrostatic Hydrostatic Hydrostatic

    Hydraulic reservoir capacity, gallons 

    ground speed w/std. tires, mph (kph)

        1st range 14 mph 12.5 mph 14 mph 14 mph

        2nd range 19 mph 15 mph 19 mph 19 mph

        3rd range 29 mph 19 mph 29 mph 29 mph

        4th range 25.5 mph

        5th range 38 mph

        6th range

CHASSIS

    Dry compatible

    Suspension Independent all-wheel HydraLink Hydraulic 
Suspension with a full 20 in. of travel

Independent all-wheel HydraLink Hydraulic 
Suspension with a full 20 in. of travel

Independent all-wheel HydraLink Hydraulic Suspen-
sion with a full 20 in. of travel

Independent all-wheel HydraLink 
Hydraulic Suspension with a full 20 
in. of travel

    Crop clearance w/std. tires, in. 72 in. 72 in. 72 in. 72 in.

    Front tires 380/90R46 380/90R46 380/90R46 380/90R46

    Rear tires 380/90R46 380/90R46 380/90R46 380/90R46

    Flotation tires 520/85R38 520/85R38 520/85R38, 650/R38 520/85R38, 650/R38

    Hydraulic tread adjust Standard Standard Standard Standard

    Wheel tread spacing, in. 120 - 160 in. 120 - 160 in. 120 - 160 in. 120 - 160 in.

    Wheel base, in. 153 in. 153 in. 153 in. 153 in.

    Steering lock-to-lock (turns)

    Turning radius, ft. 15 ft. 15 ft. 15 ft. 15 ft.

    Parking brake 2 wheel 4 wheel 4 wheel 4 wheel

    Primary brakes Hydrostatic 4 wheel multiple wet disc 4 wheel multiple wet disc 4 wheel multiple wet disc

    Ladder raise/lower Automatic with park brake set/release, 
hydraulic lift

Automatic with park brake set/release, 
hydraulic lift

Automatic with park brake set/release, hydraulic lift
Automatic with park brake set/release, 
hydraulic lift

    Total weight w/60 ft. boom, lb.

    Total weight w/80 ft. boom, lb.

    Total weight w/90 ft. boom, lb.

    Total weight w/100 ft. boom, lb.

    Total weight w/120 ft. boom, lb.

OTHER OPTIONS

    Air compressor Standard equipment, engine driven Standard equipment, engine driven Standard equipment, engine driven Standard equipment, engine driven

    Foam marker capacity, U.S. gallon Injection system w/6 gallon concentrate tank, uses 
water from rinse tank

Injection system w/6 gallon concentrate tank, uses 
water from rinse tank

Injection system w/6 gallon concentrate tank, uses 
water from rinse tank

Injection system w/6 gallon concentrate 
tank, uses water from rinse tank
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MANUFACTURER RedBall Walker Ag Equipment
MODEL 7830 8809

The Redball Self-Propelled Sprayer sports clean lines, an aggressive stance and 
performance features designed to maximize productivity, ease of use, longevity 
and serviceability. The sprayer integrates a state-of-the-industry power train and 
cab with features that include a 1,200-gallon stainless steel tank, an innovative 
boom design and ergonomic control systems that bring new meaning to the term 
user-friendly.

When you want a sprayer that works as hard as you do, you want the Walker 8809 
sprayer.  With the Walker 8809, you get a combinatin of features like walking beam 
suspension, front mounted boom, improved hydraulics and wheele mootors, and an 
electronic John Deere Engine.  

ENgINE

    Make John Deere John Deere

    Peak rated power (hp) 275 275

    Number of cylinders 6 6

    Displacement, cu. in. (l) 6.8 liters 6.8 L

    Alternator 120 amp 120 amp

    Fuel tank capacity, U.S. gallon 130 gal. 116 gal.

SOLUTION SySTEM

    Capacity, U.S. gallon 1200 gal. 1200 gal.

    Tank material Stainless Steel Stainless Steel

    Rinse tank capacity, U.S. gallon 120 gal. 100 gal.

    Quick fill size 3 in. 3 in.

    Rate control make Raven Raven

    Model 4400 460

    Flow meter size 2 in. 2 in.

    Suction strainer 2 in. 2 in.

    Pressure strainer 2 in. 2 in.

    Boom strainer 1.5 in. 1.5 in.

BOOM

    Boom width options, ft. 80, 90, 100, 120 feet 60, 75, 80, 90. 100 ft.

    Plumbing material Stainless Steel Stainless Steel

    ground height adjustment, in. 25-72 in. 6 ft.

    Breakaway width, ft. 10 ft.  5 ft.

    Boom sections 4, 6 on 120 foot boom 5 ft.

DRIvETRAIN

    Type Mechanical Hydrostatic

    Drive Automatic Hydrostatic

    Shifting 5 speed Allison Automatic 3 speed

    Hydraulic reservoir capacity, gallons 35 gal 85 gal.

    ground speed w/std. tires, mph (kph)

        1st range 7 mph 0 - 14 mph

        2nd range 14 mph 0- 19 mph

        3rd range 18 mph 0 - 30 mph

        4th range 26 mph

        5th range 35 mph

        6th range

CHASSIS

    Dry compatible yes

    Suspension air bag with Auto Height and sway control Walking boom

    Crop clearance w/std. tires, in. 48 in. 6 ft.

    Front tires (380) 14.9x46 14.9R x 46 Titan (380 90R 46 optional) 

    Rear tires (380) 14.9x46 14.9R x 46 Titan (380 90R 46 optional) 

    Flotation tires user installed option 20.8 x 38

    Hydraulic tread adjust 120 -154 in. 108 to 156 in.

    Wheel tread spacing, in.

    Wheel base, in. 13 ft. 9 in. 14 ft. 6 in.

    Steering lock-to-lock (turns) 10

    Turning radius, ft. 15 ft. 13 to 16 ft., depending on tire

    Parking brake Spring applied Hydraulic release micro Yes

    Primary brakes 4 wheel disc No

    Ladder raise/lower Automatic Hydraulic controlled No

    Total weight w/60 ft. boom, lb. N/A 21,500 lbs.

    Total weight w/80 ft. boom, lb. 25,000 lbs.

    Total weight w/90 ft. boom, lb. 25,500 lbs.

    Total weight w/100 ft. boom, lb. 26,000 lbs. 25,000 lbs.

    Total weight w/120 ft. boom, lb. 27,000 lbs.

OTHER OPTIONS

    Air compressor yes Yes

    Foam marker capacity, U.S. gallon 120 gal. using rinse water 30 or 40 gal. optional

hIgh ClearanCe sPrayers
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Always read and follow label directions. Thumper® is a registered trademark of Bayer. Bayer CropScience is a member of CropLife Canada.  02/09-10515D

Kochia has a dark side.

You can’t tell the difference between kochia and 
Group 2-resistant kochia just by looking at them 
– because they look identical. Fortunately, there 
is one product that stops this cereal killer in its 
tracks. Thumper® thumps all kochia and it provides  
outstanding control of over 30 other broadleaf 
weeds, including wild buckwheat. So you don’t 
have to fear what’s lurking out in your fields.

Group 2-resistant kochia is spreading 
beyond the brown soil zones.

10515D Thumper_TCM.indd   1 2/23/09   7:20:36 AM
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MANUFACTURER Ag-Chem/AGCO
MODEL RoGator 884 RoGator 1084 RoGator 1286C

There’s a reason why the RoGator® 884 is the choice of value-
conscious agricultural professionals.Like all RoGator sprayers, 
the 884 is engineered from the ground up with the versatility 
you need to handle pre- and post-emergent applications. 
Unsurpassed performance and reliability make the RoGator® 
884 the perfect choice to keep going from sunup to sundown 
and beyond. The Advanced Application cab is home to the 
most comfortable seats in the business all enclosed in 60 
square feet of glass for unparalleled visibility.

 From the frame to the booms, the RoGator 1084 is built to be tougher 
than any other sprayer in its class and designed to last for years of use 
in even the most challenging conditions. The increased tank capacity 
on the RoGator 1084 results in greater productivity and more efficient 
time management. 
Tip-to-tip pressure accuracy, fast and easy reloading and an advanced 
boom leveling and suspension system make the RoGator the first 
choice in spray application performance. 
 

Weeds, insects and crop disease don’t wait for dry fields and 
you shouldn’t have to either. The RoGator® 1286C features a 
six-speed drive package that allows you to match speed to field 
conditions more efficiently. A broader range of speed-to-RPMs 
coupled with a powerful Caterpillar® Tier III C-9 engine result in 
maximum productivity without losing time and power. 
 
The 1286C is engineered to take crop care to a higher level.  
 

ENgINE

    Make Caterpillar C7 Caterpillar C7 Caterpillar C-9

    Peak rated power (hp) 250 hp @ 1850 rpm 299 hp @1850 rpm 336 hp @ 1900 rpm

    Number of cylinders 6 6 6

    Displacement, cu. in. (l) 7.2 liter (439 cu. in.) 7.2 liter (439 cu. in.) 8.8 Liter (538 cu. ft.)

    Alternator 160 Amp (200 Amp optional) 160 Amp (200 Amp optional)

    Fuel tank capacity, U.S. gallon 130 gal. 130 gal. 130 gal.

SOLUTION SySTEM

    Capacity, U.S. gallon 800 gal. polyethalene tank / 860 gal. stainless steel tank 1,080 gal. 1240 gal.

    Tank material 12 gauge, 304 Stainless steel or Polyethelyne 12 gauge, 304 Stainless steel 12 gauge, 304 Stainless steel

    Rinse tank capacity, U.S. gallon 110 gal. with stainless steel, 55 gal. with poly product tank 110 gal. 110 gal.

    Quick fill size 2 in. standard; 3 in. optional 2 in. standard; 3 in. optional 2 in. standard; 3 in. optional

    Rate control make

    Model

    Flow meter size 2 in. 2 in. 2 in.

    Suction strainer NA NA NA

    Pressure strainer

    Boom strainer NA NA NA

BOOM

    Boom width options, ft. 60/80 ft.; 90 ft.; 100 ft. 60/80 ft.; 90 ft.; 100 ft.; 120 ft. 60/80 ft, 90 ft, 100 ft. 120 ft.

    Plumbing material polypropylene pipe polypropylene pipe polypropylene pipe

    ground height adjustment, in. 31 - 83 in. 31 - 83 in. 31 - 83 in.

    Breakaway width, ft. 13 ft., 15 ft., 20 ft. 13 ft., 15 ft., 20 ft., 14 ft. 13 ft., 15 ft., 20 ft., 14 ft.

    Boom sections 5 sections 5 sections; 7 sections on 120 ft. 5 sections; 7 sections on 120 ft.

DRIvETRAIN

    Type Bosch Rexroth Bosch Rexroth Sauer Danfoss Tandem Series 90

    Drive hydrostat hydrostat hydrostat

    Shifting on the go on the go on the go

    Hydraulic reservoir capacity, gallons 60 gal. 60 gal. 60 gal.

    ground speed w/std. tires, mph (kph)

        1st range 14 mph 14 mph 13 mph 

        2nd range 18 mph 18 mph 15 mph 

        3rd range 24 mph 24 mph 17 mph 

        4th range 33 mph 33 mph 21 mph 

        5th range 25 mph 

        6th range 36 mph 

CHASSIS

    Dry compatible No No Yes

    Suspension Variable rate leaf spring Variable rate leaf spring Air Spring

    Crop clearance w/std. tires, in. 50 in. 50 in. 50 in. 

    Front tires 380/90R46 380/90R46 380/90R46

    Rear tires 380/90R46 380/90R46 380/90R46

    Flotation tires 24.5R32 or 23.1R30 24.5R32 or 23.1R30 24.5R32

    Hydraulic tread adjust Standard Standard Standard

    Wheel tread spacing, in. 120 - 152 in. 120 - 152 in. 120 - 152 in.

    Wheel base, in. 181.5 in. 181.5 in. 184 in. 

    Steering lock-to-lock (turns)

    Turning radius, ft. 24 ft. 24 ft. 27 ft. 

    Parking brake Multiple wet disc on front wheel motors Multiple wet disc on front wheel motors Multiple wet disc on front wheel motors

    Primary brakes hydrostatic dynamic braking hydrostatic dynamic braking hydrostatic dynamic braking

    Ladder raise/lower Automatic with parking brake Automatic with parking brake Automatic with parking brake

    Total weight w/60 ft. boom, lb.

    Total weight w/80 ft. boom, lb.

    Total weight w/90 ft. boom, lb. 24,190 lbs. 25,030 lbs. 27638 lbs.

    Total weight w/100 ft. boom, lb.

    Total weight w/120 ft. boom, lb.

OTHER OPTIONS

    Air compressor Engine Mounted Engine Mounted Engine Mounted

    Foam marker capacity, U.S. gallon 36.5 gal. 36.5 gal. 36.5 gal.



bayercropscience.ca or 1 888-283-6847
Always read and follow label directions. Thumper® is a registered trademark of Bayer. Bayer CropScience is a member of CropLife Canada.  02/09-10515D

Kochia has a dark side.

You can’t tell the difference between kochia and 
Group 2-resistant kochia just by looking at them 
– because they look identical. Fortunately, there 
is one product that stops this cereal killer in its 
tracks. Thumper® thumps all kochia and it provides  
outstanding control of over 30 other broadleaf 
weeds, including wild buckwheat. So you don’t 
have to fear what’s lurking out in your fields.

Group 2-resistant kochia is spreading 
beyond the brown soil zones.
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Review application  
guidelines for best control.

With favourable conditions for 
Fusarium Head Blight (FHB) 
development in Western 

Canada in 2008, many farmers were out 
spraying fungicides to try to manage the 
disease. While fungicides are one tool 
that can be used to reduce the impact, 
proper application, their timing and an 
integrated approach are necessary to 
maximize control. “We all know that 
Fusarium Head Blight is a difficult 
disease to manage, so it is a good idea 
to keep your fungicide expectations 
in perspective,” says Scott Henry, a 
researcher with Bayer CropScience, who 

Factors affecting FHB fungicide 
performance by Bruce Barker

 FHB - % DON Reduction                                         source: bayer; 2003-2008 bcs r7D – 15 sites (Mb).

Circle 27 on reader reply card
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has been working on FHB control since 
the early 2000s.  

  Currently, three foliar fungicides are 
registered for FHB control in Canada: 
Folicur and Proline from Bayer, and Bravo 
from Syngenta. All three have label claims 
for suppression against FHB. Henry says 
that it is important to understand the 
definition of suppression. As defined 
by the Pest Management Regulatory 
Agency, suppression is consistent control 
at a level that is not optimal, but is still of 
commercial benefit.

In Western Canada, very few public 
fungicide evaluations have been 
conducted, but in eastern Canada, 
the University of Guelph-Ridgetown 
Campus has conducted more than 600 
side-by-side fungicide trials in both small 
plots and field scale studies. In some of 
these areas, localized fields are naturally 
contaminated every year, providing a 
good assessment of fungicide control 
under natural conditions, and an 
additional body of work for western 
Canadian growers to assess.

Fungicide performance varies slightly
Henry says that Bayer ’s six years of 
trials on 15 sites on western Canadian 
commercial fields between 2003 and 
2008 show that Proline is generally more 
effective than Folicur. Averaging all 
trials, Proline delivered 64 to 73 percent 
reduction in DON levels, while Folicur 
averaged 30 percent DON reduction.

“If you remove the sites with high 
DON levels (greater than 5 ppm in the 
control), the performance is actually 
fairly good.  Suppression of mycotoxin 
in the range of 70 percent, I think, is a 
realistic expectation if other things fall 
into place,” says Henry.

In Eastern Canada, researcher Dr. 
Dave Hooker says that research at the 
University of Guelph found a similar 
pattern, but to realistically achieve high 
suppression levels, the fungicide has to 
be sprayed at the right crop stage with 
the optimal spray application equipment. 
“Proline is more effective than Folicur 
at reducing both FHB and DON, with 
higher yield responses for Proline,” 
explains Hooker, who has been involved 
in the research that dates back to 2003 
along with fellow Guelph researcher Dr. 

Art Schaafsma, and Helmut Speiser, an 
agricultural engineer with the Ontario 
Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural 
Affairs.

In the five years of trials conducted 
at Guelph, Proline provided an average 
65 percent reduction in DON levels 
compared to untreated, with a range of 
32 to 70 percent. Wheat yield was also 
preserved, with an average 5.9 bu/ac 

higher yield with Proline compared to 
the untreated checks in 610 trials.  

Application timing
Henry’s research on Proline timing 
in barley compared three application 
timings; at early heading with 10 to 30 
percent head emergence; 70 percent to 
fully headed; and three to five days after 
the 70 percent to fully headed timing. He 
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EntEr to 
Win!

Grab your camera and capture 
your own perspective on farm 
life, during work and play.

t a k e  y o u r  b e s t  s h  t

  Photo contest

Deadline for entries is September 4, 2009.

2 CatEgoriEs to EntEr

4 prizEs in EaCh to bE Won

1 grand prizE WinnEr!

*photos in the Work category must be a Firestone tire. other tire brands are acceptable 
 in photos entered into the Play category.  

® Firestone is a registered trademark of bridgestone Licensing services inc., used under license.

Your creative eye could earn you exciting prizes 
from Firestone! there are only two things to 
keep in mind: all photos must be taken on a 
Canadian Farm and include a rubber tire.*  

Entries may be submitted in one of three ways:   
1) mail 2) email or 3) online through  
www.bestshotcontest.ca.

For more contest details and complete rules 
and regulations, pick up an entry form at your 
certified Firestone Farm Tire dealer or go to 
www.bestshotcontest.ca.

hIgh ClearanCe sPrayers
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Very gentle protection.
Effective fungicides don’t have to be harsh on your crop. 
Tilt® protects your cereals from leaf disease without causing
leaf burn.  Apply Tilt as early as the 2 leaf stage with your
herbicide to keep your crop gently protected from the
start.  For more information, call Syngenta Customer Resource
Services at 1-87-SYNGENTA (1-877-964-3682) or visit Syngenta.ca

®

Tilt full page ad
Top Crop Manager
8.125”x10.875”
8.375”x11.125”
7”x10”

19.02.2009              12.15 pm               5  

SYW09FG002
635_08_AW
Syngenta

found that DON reduction was highest 
applying Proline a few days after the 
crop was fully headed out. “The best 
timing was immediately after full head 
emergence,” says Henry.

   Hooker adds that in their research, 
the best application timing ranges from 
when heads are fully emerged to full 

flower, or up until approximately five 
days after heads have fully cleared the 
flag leaf. “The majority of the heads must 
be fully emerged before a fungicide is 
applied,” explains Hooker. “Fungicides 
will provide zero protection from FHB 
on heads or parts of heads that are still 
in the boot.”

Application quality
Another key to applying fungicides to 
suppress FHB is to get good coverage 
of all sides of the wheat heads. “A poor 
application of a fungicide provides even 
less suppression of FHB and DON; the 
sprayer may as well remain parked in 
the shed,” says Hooker, who, along with 
Schaafsma and Speiser, also evaluated 
spray nozzles and nozzle combina-
tions to maximize spray coverage on 
all “sides” of the wheat heads. Water 
sensitive paper was used to simulate 
wheat heads.  

The research showed that nozzles 
should be configured to point forward 
and backward to get the maximum 
coverage of the wheat head. The 
closer the nozzles were set to spray 
to horizontal, pointing forward and 
back, the better the spray coverage was 
achieved on the wheat head. The best 
coverage was achieved with the nozzles 
set at 15 degrees from horizontal and 
eight to 12 inches above the canopy. 
Nozzles that point straight down had 
significantly less spray coverage on the 
heads. 

In the trials, two nozzle configurations 
were superior: 1) double swivel nozzle 
bodies with forward and backward 
pointing nozzles (TT11004s), and 2) 
the Turbo FloodJet nozzles, alternating 
forward and back every 20 inches along 
the boom. Both of these nozzle configu-
rations had the best performance, with 
the backward/forward and alternating 
Turbo FloodJet nozzles providing 20 to 
40 percent coverage, and the TwinJet 
providing 10 to 20 percent coverage.  
“We can argue that approximately twice 
the coverage may correlate to twice the 
efficacy of fungicides in reducing FHB 
and DON levels,” says Hooker.

The  Ontar io  researchers  a lso 
evaluated a single nozzle pointed 
forward at an angle, which is recom-
mended by researchers at North Dakota 
State University. Coverage was poor 
with this configuration, especially 
on the backsides of the heads where 
coverage was near zero in nearly every 
comparison.

Those superior coverages carried 
through with DON reductions. In 2008, 
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Hooker’s research showed that the alter-
nating Turbo FloodJet nozzle signifi-
cantly reduced DON levels in wheat, 
compared to the TwinJet and a single 
nozzle. He compared Folicur, Proline 
and a fungicide named Caramba, which 
is registered in the US for FHB control.

Hooker has also looked into travel 
speed and water volume, and their 
impacts on coverage. The Turbo FloodJet 
and double swivel forward-back nozzles 
provided the best coverage of all nozzles 
tested, at both six and 12 mph, when 

applied at 20 gallons per acre (GPA).  
  The interaction of wind and 

water volume on coverage was also 
compared. 

Hooker  observed the  highest 
uniformity of coverage on each side of 
the wheat head with 20 GPA versus the 
10 GPA in a slight wind. Larger drops at 
the 20 GPA rate provided better coverage 
on the front side, against the wind, for 
both the back/forward flat fan tips, and 
the alternating Turbo FloodJet nozzles.   

Nozzles that point forward/backward, 

and alternating Turbo FloodJets should 
be operated at 10 to 12 inches above 
the wheat heads. Hooker says that as 
the boom height is raised, coverage of 
the wheat head is reduced. But even 
with the boom raised, “the coverage 
using the superior nozzles was far 
better than the coverage achieved using 
the single flat fan or TwinJet nozzles,”  
explains Hooker.

Another factor that may help with 
FHB control is the combination of the 
use of a resistant cultivar and fungicide 
application. Hooker’s research found 
that the disease control and yield 
response to Folicur and Proline varied 
across varieties tested. That matches 
up with Henry’s experience, “There is 
a lot of anecdotal evidence that this will 
result in better management of FHB 
than if a fungicide is applied to a more 
susceptible cultivar.”

Henry says that combining all the 
tools for FHB control, and managing 
expectations is the best approach to 
managing the disease. “My recommen-
dation, to maximize control, is to use 
an integrated approach. A quality, well-
timed application using the best nozzle 
configuration combined with other 
agronomic practices will give you the  
best results.” n
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Fungicide application checklist
Backward-Forward nozzles or Turbo •	
FloodJets alternating along boom.
Keep either nozzle configuration approxi-•	
mately 30 centimetres (12 inches) above 
canopy, if possible. 
Backward-Forward nozzles should be •	
adjusted to 15 degrees from horizontal. 
Maximizing water volume (20 gallons •	
per acre) improves coverage with larger 
droplets, especially in light wind. 
Ground versus aerial application depends •	
on many factors: the grower has to 
choose. 
Sprayer cleanout extremely important, •	
inside and out! 

courtesy Dave hooker, university of GuelPh-riDGetown caMPus




